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“We of this generation of rocket propulsion and the 
exploration of space are privileged to see astronomical 

histery made before our eyes—no item, perhaps, as 

Startling as the‘revelations of Mariner 9, And in this 
beautiful book, we have the privilege of seeing that 

- historical event through the eyes of éxperts, 
yi before and aftet."—/saae Asimov 

3 B 

4 (. vt > “One of the most exciting and provocative of aerial 
5 ". voyages. At last someone has brought astronomical 

imagination and fact into an alluring marriage,” 
—Ernest K. Gann - 

fee: “A. book of wonders. wa fascinating symposium, 
# ae "begun i in 1971 asa ‘live’ panel, continued a year later 
si es “in writing, and now published with 50'extraordinary 

full-page photographs. I confess that I’m wild about it; 
it excites and exhilarates me; it transcends narrow 

. categories of subject matter and {s of that sort which 

foro. may be called mind-stretchers, concept-sowers, 
or, without drugs, consciousness-expanders,” | 

—Edinund E Puller Wall Street Journal 

With dozens of néver-before-published -. 
: toe full-page photographs froin the... 

Harp er: @ Row / ). Me me Mariner 9 mission, many computer- 
108. 4 ‘St, New York r00R2 . s ne ye rectified to show amazing details of thé 

« Martian terrain, 67,95 at bookstores: +" 



6s Joeiety Scneel, a Real Worid 

in coniaiure 

by George Richmond 

Imagine a school that is organized like society at large—. 

with commercial and savings banks, real estate holdings, 

stores, courts and universities—and you have The Society 

School. In this book, the creator of a radical new 

educational system describes its effects and successes. 

His imaginative re-creation of a free enterprise system, 

using play money redeemable for goods, had astonishing 

results—not only teaching academic skills but uncovering 

juvenile talent for real estate, banking and investment 

(not to mention usury and embezzlement). The economic 

experiment-led to a real and rational society with student 

courts replacing fights, constitutional conventions, 
newspapers, postal systems, etc. This important book is 

bound to create a stir in the educational field. 256 pages; 

index. (Hr) 

November $9.15 

Inventions Necessity is 
Not The Mother Of 

Patents Ridiculous and Sublime - 

by Stacy V. Jones 

' Among the devices described in this book are: an 

automatic baby-burper that frees the parent of a chore and 

the baby of gas; an automatic housepainter that moves 

along the sides of a building; a driverless lawn mower 

that shuts itself off and garages itself; a rifle with a 

curved barrel for firing around corners; a golf ball that 

sends out a smoke signal when it lands to help its owner 

locate it; an anti-bicycle-thief device that sends a long, 

sharp needle into the rear end of anyone making off with 

the bicycle. Some of these ideas never got beyond the 

paper stage. Some became famous, and made their 

inventors wealthy. But renowned or obscure, simple or 

complex, straightforward or bizarre, all are fascinating. 

224 pages;.6 x 9; illustrated. (Quad) 

November $8.00 

Sexual Suicide 

by George F. Gilder 

Here is a book guaranteed to stir up furious controversy. 

George F. Gilder, brilliant young economist, has written a 

cogent and fascinating rebuttal to today’s popular feminist 

ideas. “The androgenous society proposed by the feminists 

will lead to a sexual suicide society,” states Gilder, arguing 

that the enduring structure of civilization is the family 

and that its roots are being undermined by widespread - 

endorsements of feminism, pornography, homosexuality, 

and sexology, “The future of love and the family hang in 

the balance.” 

The differentiation of male and female roles is essential 

to the preservation of civilized society. If this process fails, 

the control of male aggression becomes a problem to the 

community as a whole. 
These and many other provocative idens are developed 

by the author within a broad economic ane suciviopical 

contest, Phe questionn rilaed ape peciinpa die pies vrueli 

ones soclety frees todiny. 224 pages. Cn) 

Hive pytdiert . Wit det 

by Frank Mankiewicz 

‘The melodramatic capture and trial of the burglars, the 
dirty tricks, the sabotage, the espionage, the cover-up. The 
black bags, the one-hundred-dollar bills, the fake polls and 
phone calls, the forged cables. The secret cash funds, the 
blown safe, the rifling of offices, the destruction of 
evidence, the compromising of the FBI. Who were these 
men and what was their view of American politics? Why 
did the scandal never become an election issue? 

Frank Mankiewicz has been a California lawyer. A 
Washington journalist and an active participant in politics, 
he is, he says, “one of America’s leading Nixon watchers.” 

He was present when the Nixon career began in 1946. 
He was a classmate at UCLA of both Bob Haldeman and 
John Erhlichman. He was on the Democratic ticket with 
Helen Gahagan Douglas in 1950, investigated the 1952 
“Secret Nixon Fund,” was Robert Kennedy’s press 
secretary, and was political director of the McGovern 
campaign in 1972. He has, in his words, both a long and a 
short memory. (Quad) 

November $10.30 

November 22, 1963: 
You Are the Jury 

by David Belin 

What was Oswald’s destination at the time of the murder 

of Officer Tippit? Who was a killer of President Kennedy? 

This book places the reader as juror in solving two 

murders which occurred on November 22, 1963. 

The reader gets the heart of the evidence directly from 

the witnesses to the events themselvs. Contradictions 

between witnesses and within the testimony of witnesses 

have been included, as they would be in a courtroom. 

While the reader evaluates all of the evidence, he will 

discover sensationalist techniques used by other authors, 

distortion-by-omission techniques, and deliberate 

misstatements of the record. 
What is the truth behind Jack Ruby’s lie detector test? 

Is the Warren Commission immune from criticism? How 

gory is the testimony? What about the possibilities of 

conspiracy? 
Mr. Belin was one of two lawyers hired by the Warren 

Commission to concentrate in the areas of the 

assassinations of Tippit and IFK. 400 pages; 6 x 9. 
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Novemb $11.56 

Previously Announced 

The Rosey Grier 
Needlepoint Book for Men 

by Rosey Grier 

This book is unique in that it features needlepoint designs 

that are miasenline antl ibses needlepeint for objects that 

bien WHEE bine seed eanpery ane TE da ieeethacaeck Bey ae tina ree eotae 

wont line endl a abiy. Hiawteated. (00 panes (Wa 
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